Find inspiration

''At the Music School each student must practice and prepare for lessonsrather than rely on the teacher and do nothing.
At the Music School students are guided to work and fulfill their duties
individually, which affects each child's character building.
A student is sure to receive proper lectures.
Music School educates students in a number of disciplines. Not only do
students learn to play well, but the School also teaches them, through music
science theory, to understand music as a science and to enjoy in it.
At the Music School each student has an opportunity to get acquainted with
music literature.
Music education at the Music School is cheaper than elsewhere.
Music School is a cultural institution with an important task that has public
accountability for its success“.
Dear students and parents, esteemed colleagues and distinguished guests,
Isidor Bajić said those words on October 17, 1909.
Today, on the day of our jubilee, 100th anniversary of founding of the “Isidor
Bajić” Music School, we pay our respects to numerous generations before us.
I truly believe that we have been left a legacy- a mission to walk the road less
traveled.
Dear colleagues,
I'd like to thank all those who have taught us...:
……. to tell our tale about the infinite power of talent!
…… to show the beauty of giving by giving ourselves!
…… to add a smile to this miraculous alchemy!
…… to gather people who want to understand each other!
…… to bestow power upon this energy!!
……. to find the best in ourselves together!!
…… to be better than we are!
……. to try to do the impossible!
……. never to give up!
That is how we managed to find an inspiration!!!!!!!!!!

I'd like to thank all of you who supported us:
...... because you gave yourselves despite our flaws!
...... because you met beauty and power of talent!
...... because you managed to recognise true human values!
...... because you succeeded in feeling accomplishment!
...... because you succeeded in touching fulfillment!!
...... thank you for all the smiles and kind words!
.......thank you for walking with us on the road less traveled!
Thank you for finding inspiration in us!!!!!!!!!!

In space and time where everyday life is a challenge in itself, we all bestow
upon young and talented musicians ''merely an opportunity'' to find their own
way through the world of art.
My dear students!
With all my heart I wish you luck on that journey!
Walk freely!
Believing in existence of absolute beauty and magical power of music, I wish
to all of you from the bottom of my heart to find your own inspiration tonight!

The Principal of Isidor Bajic Music School
Radmila Rakin-Martinović,M.A.

